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A Developer's Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server: Covering SQL Server 2005 and 2008Addison Wesley, 2008
Model SQL Server Databases That Work Better, Do More, and Evolve More Smoothly 

Effective data modeling is essential to ensuring that your databases will perform well, scale well, and evolve to meet changing requirements. However, if you’re modeling databases to run on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or 2005, theoretical...
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Netbooks: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
Netbooks are the hot new thing in PCs -- small, inexpensive laptops designed for web browsing, email, and working with web-based programs. But chances are you don't know how to choose a netbook, let alone use one. Not to worry: with this Missing Manual, you'll learn which netbook is right for you and how to set it up and use it for everything from...
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Programming the Perl DBIO'Reilly, 2000
The DBI is the standard database interface for the Perl programming language. The DBI is databaseindependent, which means that it can work with just about any database, such as Oracle, Sybase, Informix, Access, MySQL, etc.

While we assume that readers of this book have some experience with Perl, we don't assume much familiarity with...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Administration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
This comprehensive guide can help you administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 effectively in any production environment, no matter how complex or challenging.
 

Long-time Red Hat insider Tammy Fox brings together today’s best practices for the entire system lifecycle, from planning and...
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Visions of the Future: Chemistry and Life ScienceCambridge University Press, 2001
‘… you can’t deny the excitement the writers felt for what they are doing; and in these secular times such excitement must serve to replace the fear of the Lord as the beginning of wisdom.’?Sir Brian Pippard, Times Higher Education Supplement

‘I enjoyed these glimpses of what is going on and (always a good...
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Developing Applications for the Cloud on the Microsoft Windows Azure Platform (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2010

	Windows Azure is a highly scalable, robust, and cost-effective solution for the deployment of applications and services—for organizations and enterprises of all sizes, and in all types of markets. My task at Microsoft is to ensure that developers can help these organizations and enterprises to achieve their goals by quickly and easily...
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Peer-To-Peer Storage: Security and Protocols (Computer Science, Technology and Applications)Nova Press, 2010


	Peer-to-peer (P2P) has proven as a most successful way to produce large

	scale, reliable, and cost-effective applications, as illustrated for file sharing or

	VoIP. P2P storage is an emerging field of application which allows peers to

	collectively leverage their resources towards ensuring the reliability and

	availability of user...
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PostgreSQL Server ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your skills with PostgreSQL to a whole new level with this fascinating guide to server programming. A step by step approach with illuminating examples will educate you in the full range of possibilities.


	Understand the extension framework of PostgreSQL, and leverage it in ways that you haven't even invented yet.


...
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Xcode 4 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to build your own fun and exciting iOS applications with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn how to go about developing some simple, yet powerful applications with ease using recipes and example code
	
		Teaches how to use the features of iOS 6 to integrate Facebook, Twitter,...
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OpenGL 4 Shading Language Cookbook: Build high-quality, real-time 3D graphics with OpenGL 4.6, GLSL 4.6 and C++17, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 70 recipes that cover advanced techniques for 3D programming such as lighting, shading, textures, particle systems, and image processing with OpenGL 4.6

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore techniques for implementing shadows using shadow maps and shadow volumes
	
			Learn to use GLSL...
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Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure TechnologyAuerbach Publications, 2008
Driven by the need and desire to reduce costs, organizations are faced with a set of decisions that require analytical scrutiny. Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology examines cost-saving trends in architecture planning, administration, and management....
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Developer's Guide to Microsoft Enterprise Library, C# EditionMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Welcome to the era of software reuse! Microsoft Enterprise Library helps accelerate development by providing reusable components and guidance on proven practices. If you build applications that run on the Microsoft .NET Framework, whether they are enterprise-level business applications or even relatively modest Windows® Forms,...
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